Tampa Hoopenst Dine At Babson

Lose Tough One To B. C.

On Tuesday afternoon, February 8, the basketball team from the University of Tampa (Florida) was the guest of the Babson basketball team at lunch held in the Park Manor dining hall, Dr. Hinckley being the host. The Tampa team was made up of a former student of Dr. Hinckley's at Florida, Mr. Rodriguez in the starting lineup.

The Tampa team flew to Boston following money to go to New York to play a basketball game at the Boston Garden on the 12th.

To date the Tampa team has won four and lost four games. The team is composed completely of freshmen and is in its first year of organized basketball competition. In future years Tampa should have a good team with a fine nucleus of young players to build on for years to come.

---

The Director of Personnel on record in his office concerning this past year's men's last right before this year is as follows: "A few of the boys from Cleveland have been here for the first time, and a few more have come in this session, and they've been here for a year or two.

Among the Cleveland men reported by our Director of Personnel, Mr. Callahan, Homer Redmond, and Frank Shiverick. George is with the credit department of Sherwin-Williams and is presently based in Toledo. By the way, the report is that George has completely recovered from the illness of his senior year, only a year ago he had a heart attack. Mr. Callahan is the same old Clint and going great guns for Thompson Aircraft Products in Cleveland. Many of you will remember that Mr. Callahan was the Mechanical Engineering graduate from the University of Rochester. He is in the engineering field. Mr. Redmond is a member of the mechanical department.

Homer Redmond has taken over a very successful refrigeration business in Cleveland, because of the good work he did as a student.

Frank Shiverick is a very good man, and he is now a member of the Babson faculty. He reported to us that he is doing very well.

We have a new requirement for students who are operating business on the Babson campus, and that is, in effect, a fair practice contract. This contract must be signed by all Babson-students, and those students who expect to be in business in the future. The essence of this contract is as follows: "We agree to offer our product and/or services at prices not high enough for the proletariat, so a student-wide poll was taken as to what price would be considered too high. The price finally voted was $2,000.00 for the entire year, or $250.00 per term. This is a fair price for the Babson student, because the Babson student is one who has been trained in the business world, and is capable of handling business transactions.

---
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Our Mutual Enterprise

Two years on this campus make up two-thirds of a college generation. Two classes of the three now in school have never known the Institute when it did not have a student paper, and I imagine it is as difficult for the minions as it is for me to remember a time when the BEAVER was not an integral part of student activities.

Two years have provided many opportunities for experiment by the members of the staff, and for comment by members of the student body—all tending to establish certain basic concepts of the place the BEAVER should occupy. Certain limitations have had to be recognized. The policy of the Administration has been to make editorial decisions a matter of student responsibility. Neither the faculty advisor nor any other member of the administrative staff reads the BEAVER before it appears in print on the campus, and there has never been an official demand that certain material be printed. Necessary announcements are usually printed as announcements—not as news stories. Occasionally members of the faculty— and also of the student body—have felt that at least temporary harm was done by an irresponsible reporter—or by one who honestly misunderstood a situation; but my conviction remains that only a paper so conducted has any validity as a student organ. The BEAVER staff, on their part, are often handicapped by their very responsibility. Knowing that in advertisers and other people outside the campus world the BEAVER stands for the Institute, they must sometimes refrain from being as specific as they would like to be if circulation were limited to members of the Institute who would know how to evaluate one controversy against the over-all picture of our steady progress.

Two years have given us, in spite of many difficulties, a paper which is both a present and a potential asset to the campus. In achieving this, a great many men have spent time and energy which is not always fully recognized or appreciated by the reading public. On this second anniversary of the BEAVER I would like to express my real feeling of gratitude and respect for these efforts on the part of the present staff, but also all those other students who have shared in this contribution.

R. B. HINCKLEY

Letters To The Editor

To the BEAVER Staff:
It is through your victorious efforts and through your many achievements that our campus newspaper, THE BABSON BEAVER, has reached another milestone in service to the Institute community.

Congratulations to you of the staff, on this birthday to THE BABSON BEAVER.

/ / William B. Burns, Jr. (telegram)

Editor In Chief Babson Beaver

Bryant Offers Jacob's Valentine

Some men prefer blondes, and some prefer redheads, but our Francis Jacobs prefers a brunette. This man from Bryant Hall offers as BEAUTY QUEEN contestant for the year Miss Jane Edsall, a resident of Hambur.

Mr. and Mrs. Bryant

Faculty Display

For the past few weeks, there have been displays in the library of books and articles written by certain members of the Babson Institute faculty. These publications include topics such as Literature, Finance, Real Estate, Law, Management, Advertising, Psychology, Foreign Affairs, Housing, and many others.

These books and articles were written by the following Babson instructors: Dr. Wheeler, Mr. Raisel, Mr. Moore, Mr. Gushel, Mr. Wijffelen, Mr. Deutsh, Mr. Poli, Mr. MoFream, Mr. Goodhue, Mr. Ruse, and Mr. Link.

Bread-Line

(Continued from page 1)

for himself with a hot number named "Riss Kleins"—dry cleaner, that is.

Chuck Allen is with the Fisher Body Division of General Motors in the Personnel Department. We hear that both Chuck and Fred O bhines left pale white hands in Newton and Wellesley! Fred, by the way, is doing a hang-up job for J. L. Hudson in Detroit. Fred says he has only one regret, "Com-
Nichols Bows

Bouncing back in the second half the Green & White of Babson
notched win number four as they defeated Nichols Junior College
61-17 last Tuesday night at the Peavy Gym.

The pre-game doings on Nich­ols proved quite accurate as they
gave our boys a run for their money from start to finish. Mantor
and Chris Den Herder pro­
vided the opening spark and Bab­son exhausted its energy in the
first half. Midway through the first half we piled up a commanding 19-11 lead,
but Nichols began to hot them up and by the time the first half ended they
had scored a point left over against themselves Bab­son crew.

That 36-23 Nichols lead disappeared very fast as the second half opened with Mantor
and Herder hitting the strip bringing Babson up to a 31-to. Munch­a-lunch had the ball for the next eight minutes maintained a fair and two or three point margin. Arris Adamsen and Bill Wilson, the picture point with timely baskets to knot the game at 40-all with five minutes
remaining.

Babson then surged into the lead with Mantor opening the last quarter leading the way. From there on in it was just a matter of the Babson troops keeping the defensive; that's what our boys dealt.
Close checking and some nice up-tempo handling added six more counters to our total while Nichols was hard pressed to tally eight.

Mantor rang up 39 points for scoring honors, with Arris Adamsen and Dave Swanson placing second and third by sinking in 19 and 10 points respectively.

Bureiscue Planned

By Dramatic Club

The Dramatic Club met with Mr. Crawford on Wednesday, February 2, for its regular meeting. Chair­man Crawford outlined plans for a skit which will be written and
produced by v.h.s. Gilberts and the Stage Knight Auditorium in the spring term.

The production will be in the form of a burlesque of campus life, and students other than club members will be asked to partici­pate. Directing will be under Crawford. A time was scheduled for the members to submit preliminary
script for discussion and reading before the group.

In the Stands

By BILL MCGHATH

The biggest news of the week is the big wrestling match which took place at the Peavy Gym last Friday. The game marked the fourth straight defeat for Coleman North for the first quarter, basketed by Earl Gustafson, followed by Mark-spin and two by Larry Brown gave PM Right a 4-3 lead. The PM Right quintet tallied 10 points in the second quarter to its own Coleman North. This brought the score to 16-15 favor to Right. PM Right, however, continued to increase their lead as they outscored their rivals, 24-14 in the third quarter event­ually won. South End Boys Club, in the final quarter, but was not near enough to make a dent in the comfortable lead their opponents had gained. The outstanding player of the game and high scorer was West of Cole­man North, scoring in every pe­riod, he tallied 16 of his team's 28 points. Brown was high scorer for PM Right, with a point followed by Hambleton, left guard and Earl Gustafson, right forward who each tallied six points for their team.

OCS Over Bryant

The Off-Campus Seniors scored a decisive victory over Bryant last Tuesday evening, 36-24 on the court, 28-27. Bob Jessen and McKay sank 10 points each for the OCS and Jim Hunt and Haskell scored 8 for Bryant, 20 points.

Burris has announced the appointment of team managers of the golf and tennis teams. Reiss Copinger will act as player­manager of golf and Art Anderson as the manager of the tennis team.

Jack Mantor notched 20 points for his eve­ning's work and if that's what it wasn't because of my weekend berks, Jack

Friday's Dance Sponsored

By Foreign Affairs Club

Knight Auditorium will be the scene of the Babson Valentine's dance tomorrow night, when an estimated several hundred stu­dents will have gathered at the natural rhythms of the tunes of Ken Reaver Band.

The dance, sponsored by the Foreign Affairs Club, will begin at 8:00 p.m. and continue till midnight. Refreshments will be served, and both students and faculty are invited to join in the fun-making.

Tickets are still on sale, and may be purchased from any mem­ber of the Foreign Affairs Club, from Miss Ballie in the library, or from Miss Collins in the office of Park Manor. For those students who decide to go all the last min­ute, tickets may also be purchased at the door.

Ping - Pong Ladder Begins Tuesday

On Tuesday, February 15, a ping-pong tournament will be held at the Peavy Gym starting at 1:30 P.M. All men who do not have classes then are asked to re­port to the gym at that time. If you have a class at that time you are asked to sign up for the tournament as soon as the class is over. The tournament is contingent upon the lack of a field trip to the Boston Opera House.

Those men interested in playing in a scratch and handicap tournament on Monday February 14 or an elimination tournament on the 15th are asked to sign up with their ath­letic representatives.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

Cameras Kodak Equipment Supplies

GRANVILLE LEATHERWOOD Gifts of Distinction
575 Washington St. Wellesley Tel. Wel. 5-2603
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Foreign Affairs Club Opinionnaire

(1) Do you think that the U.S. should start an extensive military aid program to the anti-communist government in China? 32 Yes, 80 No, 12 No opinion.

(2) Do you believe that a communist China would be a serious threat to the security of the U.S.? 8 Yes, 12 No, 8 No opinion.

(3) During its first year of operation, do you think that the European Aid Program should be continued? 32 Successful! 25 Partly successful? 4 A failure? 4 No opinion.

(4) Do you believe that a continuation of the European Aid Program is essential? 10 To stop further expansion of communism in Western Europe? 15 To the economic recovery of Western Europe? 42 Both? 5 Neither? 7 No opinion.

(5) Do you believe that the U.S. should give economic aid to the Franco regime in Spain? 25 Yes, 41 No, 30 No opinion.

(6) Do you think that the House Committee on Un-American Activities should be: 35 Continued? 21 Recommended? 16 Abolished? 6 No opinion.

(7) Do you believe that any American should be forced to state whether he or she has ever been a member of the Communist Party? 42 Yes, 22 No, 4 No opinion.

(8) Do you think that the Dutch attack against the Indonesian Republic is an unjustified aggression? 35 Yes, 22 No, 42 No opinion.

(9) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of France would be assisted by the accession to power of General Charles de Gaulle? 14 Yes, 36 No, 30 No opinion.

(10) Do you believe that the Army, Navy, and Air Force should be completely unified into one service? 32 Yes, 43 No, 4 No opinion.


(12) Do you think that the Taft-Hartley Act should be: 3 Repealed and the Wagner Act re-established? 37 Rept rel as is? 5 Modified? 5 No opinion.

(13) Do you believe that the International War Crimes Tribunal was legally justified in sentencing Tojo and other Japanese war lords to death? 37 Yes, 21 No, 8 No opinion.

(14) Do you think that there will be a Third World War? 84 Yes, 16 No. "Yes," in approximately: 1 Yes? 2 Yes? 4 Yes? 15 25 years? 5 No opinion.

(15) Do you think that the U.S. should give economic aid to the Tito regime in Yugoslavia in its fight against the Soviet Union? 48 Yes, 24 No, 18 No opinion.

(16) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of Western Europe? 15 To the economic recovery of Western Europe? 63 Both? 15 Neither? 7 'No opinion.

(17) Do you believe that there is a serious threat of war between the U.S. and the Soviet Union? 64 Yes, 24 No, 18 No opinion.

(18) Do you believe that the U.S. should give economic aid to the Chinese regime? 48 Yes, 24 No, 28 No opinion.

(19) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of France would be assisted by the accession to power of Charles de Gaulle? 42 Yes, 8 No, 4 No opinion.

(20) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of Japan would be assisted by the accession to power of Prince Hirohito? 36 Yes, 2 No, 4 No opinion.

(21) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of South America would be assisted by the accession to power of General Juan Peron? 24 Yes, 41 No, 4 No opinion.

(22) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of China would be a serious threat to the security of the U.S.? 32 Yes, 41 No, 4 No opinion.

(23) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of the Soviet Union would be assisted by the accession to power of General Charles de Gaulle? 48 Yes, 8 No, 4 No opinion.

(24) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of Italy would be assisted by the accession to power of General Charles de Gaulle? 48 Yes, 8 No, 4 No opinion.

(25) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of West Germany would be assisted by the accession to power of General Charles de Gaulle? 48 Yes, 8 No, 4 No opinion.

(26) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of the Middle East would be assisted by the accession to power of General Charles de Gaulle? 48 Yes, 8 No, 4 No opinion.

(27) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of India would be assisted by the accession to power of General Charles de Gaulle? 48 Yes, 8 No, 4 No opinion.

(28) Do you think that the economic recovery and political stability of South Africa would be assisted by the accession to power of General Charles de Gaulle? 48 Yes, 8 No, 4 No opinion.
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